


























































 or shallow terraces.  







 

 

 

 

 

 

 



































































   
  



Area I: Tupwood Lane East 
 

 
 
Location and Setting 
This character area lies east of Tupwood Lane and is in the Green belt.  

It sits on flatter ground before the land drops steeply away to the east. These steep slopes are heavily wooded and form a backcloth to the character area.  

The tree cover in the area blends into the adjacent wooded rural setting at the southern end of Tupwood Lane. The tree cover in this area forms the skyline in 
views of Harestone. 
 
Landscape character 
 



 House plots form a gentle rhythm of houses set back behind open or enclosed gardens   with mature trees along Tupwood lane;  

Trees and mature shrub or hedged boundaries divide the plots;   

One Tree Preservation Order but tree cover within the area makes an important contribution to the character of this area. 
 
Townscape 
The overarching character is set by the landscape and tree cover. The character has a regular pattern of plot sizes and a consistent rhythm of individually 
designed houses. Due to the informal highway layout some parts of Tupwood lane are more rural in character;  

Large regular plots;  

Houses well set back from frontage, often located on lower ground; 
Generous gaps between buildings often with planting or hedges in between houses 
Houses face the road and are set back 
 
Built Form 
Individually detached houses of 1-2 storeys. 
Some Victorian villas remaining. 
 
Vegetation and hard landscape 
Several good specimen trees along Tupwood Lane 
 
Boundary Treatment 
Hedges and boundary planting, partly very natural in character or open frontages with buildings set back behind large front gardens 
No gates or walls 
 
 
 



 
Development on Tupwood Lane East 

 

  
At the junction with Grange Road. The road is rural in character and dominated by the mature tree canopy. 
 
 
 
 
Area J: Greenwood Gardens 
 



 
 
 
Location and Setting 
This character area is centred around Godstone Road. Although the character area includes some other houses, its overarching character is set by the distinct 
1960s housing.  

It lies on the much flatter lower slopes of Harestone Hill where it abuts Godstone Road. It appears separate from its immediate setting which varies in 
character.  

Beyond Godstone Road lies open land which is tree covered and leads up to the AONB.  

Trees in the rear gardens to character area D form an important backcloth to the area, separating the two character areas and thus reinforcing the separate 
identities. 
 
South of the area is White Knobs recreation ground beyond which lies the steep wooded east facing slope of Harestone Hill. Trees in the rear gardens of 
houses on Tupwood Lane East nearest The Godstone Road form an important backcloth to the area, separating the two character areas and thus reinforcing 
the separate identities. 
 
Landscape character 



This small area has a distinctive landscape character forming a setting to the surrounding house  
A small well maintained ‘green’  forms the centre of this development creating a sense of place and community 
Small grassed front verges and small hedged backgardens  
Frontage to Godstone Road softened by wide grass area with mature trees and front hedge. 
 
Townscape 
A comprehensive development with short terraces set around a central space 
Open and welcoming atmosphere with open front garden 
 
Built form 
Small terraced houses of 1960’s design with white timber and large windows 
 
Vegetation and hard landscape 
Collection of ornamental trees;  

Most of the area is covered by a Tree Preservation Order  

Good specimen Copper Beeches 
 
Boundary Treatment 
No boundary treatment other than low walls or hedges 
Typically open front gardens or paved area to accommodate car parking 
 
Opportunities and Threats 
The character of this area would be significantly harmed if parts of it would be redeveloped.  

Small alterations to existing dwellings such as pitched roof extensions would impact   negatively 
 
Development within the gardens on Tupwood Lane could lose the backcloth 
 



 
Area K: Caterham Gateway 
 



 
Need a wider map here 

Location and Setting  

This character area is formed around Godstone Road and creates the eastern gateway into Caterham.  

In comparison to the other character areas this one is of little coherence. The main character driver is the road. A key aim for this area is to develop a 
coherent and high quality character consistent with Caterham as a whole.  



It sits in the narrow valley between Harestone Hill and the hills rising to the east towards the AONB. The rising wooded hillsides on both sides, together with 
the built form on the slopes, enclose the area and as views into the area are limited to/ from the immediate hillsides (for example the eastern end of Tupwood 
lane)  

The prominent skyline of trees to the north-west boundary of the Croudace building is important to the setting of this character area. 
 
Landscape character 
The landform has been heavily modified to accommodate large commercial premises;  

 The frontage treatment to Godstone Road varies but it is much better defined on the eastern side  
The Victorian villa set within mature trees opposite the end of Tupwood Lane is a prominent feature in views the Lane 
 View to trees in Tupwood Lane East 
 
Townscape 
Development varies widely from bulky office block to small Victorian terrace houses.  

Recent developments vary in scale and quality;  

The office block on the corner to Tupwood Lane creates a landmark, marking the approach into Caterham, although the building is of its time and not of the 
highest quality  

Similarly the BT block is showing signs of tiredness 
  
Housing development west of Godstone road is typically set back behind grassed verges and some tree planting;  

Frontages to Godstone Road are narrow 

Building frontage (west) is fragmented and does not present a coherent approach. The east frontage is built up and enclosed by predominately housing 
development of varying forms and styles. 

 
Built Form 
Development ranges from 2 storey houses to 5 storey office blocks. A recent 4 storey block of flats relates in bulk and massing to the taller blocks and 
addresses the road in a positive manner. A block of flats next to the Victorian villas reflects the type of materials used in the terraces  
 
Vegetation and hard landscape 
Wide pavements on both sides of the road;  



Mixed fenced boundaries – often in poor condition;  
No Tree Preservation Orders but tree cover within, adjacent to and above the area makes an important contribution to the character of this area;  
Grassed banks to commercial properties with occasional groups of mature shrubs; and  
Extensive area of car parking and site access. 
 
Boundary Treatment 
Boundary treatment varies and becomes gradually more urban towards the north. Hedges at the southern end of Godstone road, low walls in the middle and 
buildings set at edge of pavements towards the north;  
Low brick walls on eastern side of Godstone road and on western side at northern end;  
Low brick walls continue around the Croudace building and site; and  
Railings along south side of Tupwood lane in poor condition.   
 
Opportunity and threats 
The approach into Caterham Valley and the town centre from the Godstone by pass is predominantly residential on both sides with the majority of parking 
kept away from the main road except outside the Victorian terraces and the approach nearer the town centre between Tupwood Lane and just before the 
frontage to St John’s Church (listed) .The housing development on Longsdon Road   runs parallel to the Godstone Road and all the houses have off street 
parking. The new build flats on the Godstone Road have residential parking behind. The first block whilst higher than the Victorian terraces next to it has 
reflected their Victorian past by putting in sash windows, black pipework, pediments over the doors and patterned brickwork. Also the frontage boundary is 
low railings in front of a small grassed area to reflect the boundary lines of the terraces next to it. The second block of flats on the other corner of Longsdon 
Road is more modern in features but has similarly picked up the brickwork pattern and is bounded by a low wall and softened by trees low hedging and low 
walls. 
The approach into Caterham then changes and a feel of neglect begins to emerge. The Croudace building is stark in contrast to the residential housing 
opposite and dominates Longsdon Road, Godstone Road and the view down from Tupwood Lane. Next is a large boarded up site which appears to be a 
house at the front but in fact is very much larger at the back? This dominates the residential block next to it. Opposite this disused building is the Kwik Fit 
building maintained well but its frontage is a little harsh. A few concrete planters have been placed between benches but the plants are dying. Also the 
benches are loomed over by the flats opposite and give no view. Softer planting here could offset the harshness of the signage and reflect the vegetation seen 
above and behind in Crescent Road. Next to Kwik fit is the BT building which looks of a similar age to Maybrook House and also seems tired and grey. 
These four buildings close together are not a positive image to give visitors to the town centre. Opposite the BT building is St John’s Church and Clareville 
Road (with no parking) which giving a feeling of openness and are welcoming. These would be the landmark approach wanted/ needed for the centre. 
Travelling along the Croydon Road through Caterham Valley we pass the Rose and Young building and exit at Wapses Lodge roundabout, again another 
concrete structure (discussed in the Whyteleafe appraisal). More positive landmarks need to be at either end of these roads to mark entry into a town with a 
wealth of heritage and surrounded by natural beauty. 
 



  
 

 

  

 



 
 
 

 
 

 
                                           









Area L: Eothen Close 

 



 
 
Location and Setting 
It is a discreet development area including a small pocket of housing and larger mixed use buildings 
There is a building containing a medical practice, dental practice, foot centre, pharmacy, chiropractor and British Red Cross. 
 
 
Landscape Character 
The landscape is characterised by the treed backdrop of the area to the east and south which lies higher so that the tree skyline appears higher 
Within the area a couple of distinct feature trees add to the character. 
 
Townscape 
This is an inward looking development that bears little relationship to the surrounding area. 
Car parking is dominant in the street scene with some on street car parking provisions. Larger surface car parks are landscaped and well integrated. 
 
Built form 
A distinct pocket of detached 2 storey houses that is located on small plots 
Large 3 storey mixed use buildings at the road frontage 
Predominately red brick with some light render 
 
Boundary Treatment 



The area is partly commercial and there are typically no boundary treatments. Buildings are either set at pavement edge or behind front lawns and some low 
landscaping 
Boundaries to residential houses include low hedges and railings 
This area is located adjacent to the town centre and is closely related to it in terms of uses. 
 



Area M: White Knobs 
Need a map here 
 
Location and setting 
White Knobs Way/Markfield Road are located off the Godstone Road nearest the junction with the Caterham by pass. This area lies below the level of the 
Godstone Road, Markville Road sloping down towards White Knobs Recreation Ground. As in Greenwood Gardens the AONB open land can be seen from 
these roads. Behind the recreation ground lies Eight Acre Wood and the steep wooded east facing slope of Harestone Hill. It is different in character to 
Greenwood Gardens being made up of semi detached houses and a number of new build developments. 
 
Landscape character 
Standing at White Knobs Park, the skyline is dominated by woodland on three sides. From Markville Road and Newstead Rise the open fields of the AONB 
can be seen. In Markville Gardens the semi detached houses contain hedging and occasionally trees to the front and between the houses. Many of the gardens 
back onto the park or woods.There is a small well maintained green with a mature tree at its centre, between Markfield Road and Markville Gardens. The 
block of older style flats (Newstead House) are surrounded by high hedges, mature trees and a well maintained conifer hedge. This gives a sense of enclosure 
and privacy. Within the boundary of these hedges is a bank of grass. These hedges separate the newer development (Woodlands Place) of terraced town 
houses and flats next to it. Although this newer development has less vegetation it does have the woods behind it and a pathway that appears to lead into 
Eight Acre Woods. 
 Along White Knobs Way there are tall hedges and a few trees to the front of the older bungalows but the new development has only a small amount of 
landscaping to the front and this is dwarfed by parked cars. The gardens belonging to the new build terraced houses have small gardens to the back but they 
do overlook the park. 
White Knobs recreation ground appears well maintained and has a fenced in play area for children. There are three benches and litter bins. Also there is a 
medium sized area for car parking. There appears easy access to Eight Acre Woods from the park. A children’s nursery operates from the small building on 
site. A football pitch is here and it is home to Caterham Old Boys 1st team FC. 
 
Townscape 
The semi-detached houses along Markville Gardens and Markfield Road seem to built from the same era and give a sense of continuity .They all have 
garages and there is very little on street parking. Most houses do not have gates and the hedging and walls are low. This makes the view as you leave the 
Godstone Road down Markville gardens appear open and leafy with the backdrop of woodland trees. The flats and new build development do not appear out 
of character with this setting as they are set back from the road behind tall hedging. The roads appear to be in good condition. The flats have their own 
garages and the new build has ample hard standing in front of the houses but away from the road. 
Along White Knobs way cars are parked half on the pavement all the way down to the gates of the park. The new build on the left hand side has a 
combination of terraced housing, flats and a few detached houses. There appears to be only one parking lot per house and flat. This may be the reason why 



there is additional parking on the road. The drive into this development is well maintained as is the hard standing for the parking. The parking lots for the 
terraced houses are immediately outside the front doors making the view into this development a little like a car park and one assumes the view from the 
windows to the front are  not that desirable. 
 
Built form 
Markfield Road/Markville Gardens: 
Semi detached houses of the same era.  
Older  2 storey flats  hidden behind hedging and very private. 
Newbuild off Markfield Road set back from road and separated from the semi detached houses and older flats. 
 
New development on White Knobs Way: 
The two blocks of flats sit below the road line of the Godstone Road and make little impact on the Godstone Road 
Roofline of the terraced houses seem to reflect the roof line of the older semi next to them and the render used is a similar colour to the older building. This 
ensures the new build terraces do not look out of place when viewed from the park. These new terraced gardens have very small back gardens but they slope 
down towards the park giving the owners views of open space and woodland beyond. The roof tiles and brickwork are a similar colour to the older buildings 
around and form a cohesive plot when viewed from the park. 
The roofline of the development at Greenwood Gardens can be seen from the park and the white boards peak through the trees and hedges. Although the 
white colour is bright because the roofline is flat and low there appears to be little impact on the overall setting and the houses built along the slope on 
Tupwood Lane can be seen. 
 
Vegetation and hard landscape 
Surrounded by eight acre woods. 
Large open recreation ground 
Low hedging and trees to older houses. 
High hedging to older flats and bungalows 
Both newbuilds have a large area of  hard standing for parking. 
Little landscaping on the new build developments 
 
Boundary treatment 
Older semis have low walls, low hedging and no gates 
New builds have very little boundary treatment from within. 
Older bungalows have high hedging shielding them from the large developments opposite and giving privacy. 
Older flats surrounded by high hedging give privacy 



 

 



 
 

 
 



 

 
 



  
 
 

 
 
Area N: Gravelly Hill/War Coppice Road 
 
 
Location and setting 
This area is formed around Gravelly Hill and War Coppice Road. It is the road which joins Tupwood Lane at the Gravelly Hill end and Stanstead Road at the 
War Coppice Road end. It is classified as an AGLV with views over an AONB. Indeed the North Downs trail follows most of this road as does the Pilgrims 
Way. Starting at the junction with Stanstead Road, War Coppice Road is single vehicle with a number of blind bends. There are woods (with a TPO) to one 
side and steep slopes and open fields down towards Harestone Valley on the other side. There are no pavements and vehicles travel down it quite fast as it 



dips down towards Gravelly Hill. It is one of the main routes from Caterham on the Hill to Caterham School in the valley and as a cut through onto the 
Godstone Road to meet with the Caterham bypass and on towards the M25. There are a few large Victorian houses set back from War Coppice Road reached 
by long drives and surrounded by mature trees. In an open field is a folly known as Whitehill Tower  
 Further along, War Coppice Road becomes Gravelly Hill and the road becomes double track. Houses are nearer the roadside but are set into the slopes and 
surrounded by trees and hedging. The houses overlooking the AONB are set well apart and there are glimpses between these of the distant views to be seen 
more clearly at Viewpoint. The views along Gravelly Hill are similar to those along War Coppice Road in that there is ancient woodland known as OldPark 
Wood and Ten acre Shaw opposite open grassland known as Viewpoint. Before reaching viewpoint there is a water tower which can be seen from 
Bletchingley. Both roads are rural in  setting and  on a ridge between 203 and 236 AOD .The woodland and tree cover at Gravelly Hill are prominent in 
views from Harestone Valley Road and Dome Hill Peak.` 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       Landscape character 
Heavy tree cover throughout until reaching viewpoint 
Historic woodland 
Very little built form. 
High ridge with views and wooded areas. 
Part of the North Downs Way 
Path runs parallel to Gravelly Hill through woodland to meet Viewpoint. Used by horse riders and cyclists. 
Steep contours on both sides. 
 
Townscape 
Houses step down and away from the road along Gravelly Hill on one side and are set above the road on the other` 
Woodland Way and Weald Way in (AreaO) step down and away from War Coppice Road. 
Large houses are set well back from the road at War Coppice and at Gravelly Hill near the junction with Tupwood Lane. 
The whole setting is very rural. 
 
Built form 
Large Victorian houses at War Coppice. 
Individual large detached houses along Gravelly Hill.  
Fosterdown Fort (Listed) now in the grounds of a private House. 
Water Tower 



Victorian Folly 
 
Vegetation and hard landscape. 
Open fields down slopes 
Woodland pathway. 
Ancient woodland 
Tree lined roads 
Well maintained grassland at Viewpoint. Many benches and litter bins  
 
Boundary treatment 
Long tree lined drives to larger houses  
Hedging,vegetation,ornamental conifers and low walls  are a feature of houses nearest  the 
road 
 
Opportunities and threats 
 
Consideration to be given to make War Coppice Road/Gravelly Hill safer for walkers following the North Downs way. 
 
A map of the views that can be seen from Viewpoint would be beneficial 
 
Consideration given to how to save the Folly at Tower Farm  
  
 
Fields at Tower Farm and opposite at Barnfield have been granted CLUEDS (Certificates of Lawful Use). At Tower Farm the siting of a caravan for 
residential purposes has been granted. At Barnfield a CLUED for skip hire was given in 2006 and recently the owner has been prosecuted for illegal waste 
management. Opposite Tower farm on Willey Lane (in Chaldon Parish) a CLUED was given for a caravan for residential purposes and it has now been 
given approval for a larger mobile home to be sited there.  These 3 fields within an AGLV which are at the gateway to War Coppice Road and Stanstead 
Road appear to be subject to creeping urbanisation. 
Oldpark is on private land. Within these woods are areas of semi-ancient woodland (existed prior to 1600). A previous wildlife survey has indicated that 
measures are needed for protection of species including, bats, dormice, preservation of continuous tree canopy, badgers, and other flora and fauna. 
In 1989 the owners wanted to turn this into a golf course but the application was turned down. In 2009/2010   the owners wanted to build a mansion within 
the woods. This was also turned down both at application stage and on appeal. In 2012 a forestry track way was applied for and refused 
In 2013 there appear to be diggers making track ways 
 



During spring Ten Acre Shaw is covered in masses of bluebells 
The downs residential site in Tupwood was closed in 2012 and the residents given compensation from Surrey County Council in order to find another site. 
Both ends and the middle of these two long roads are under constant threat of development and urbanisation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 



 
 

 



 

 



  
 
Area O: Dome Hill Peak/Weald Way 
 
 
Location and setting 
This area is formed around Caterham School at the end of the Harestone Valley Road. Roads such as Dome Hill/Dome Hill Peak and Weald Way lead away 
from the school up into the east facing slopes towards Gravelly Hill.  Tree cover on the skyline from Oldpark wood and Harestone Hill form a backcloth to 
the school and its environs. Travelling along the Harestone Valley Road towards the school the road opens up from residential housing on both sides to the 
large grounds of the school and its playing fields on the left and more sports fields on the right. It is a private school with day pupils and boarders. During the 
morning and afternoon pickup times this road can become very busy and is reduced to one lane with cars parked on the road to collect the pupils. There is a 
strong contrast from the area around the Valley and eastern slopes with this area, going from suburban to rural in characteristic. 
 
Landscape character 
Woodland behind the school forms an important backdrop 
Woodland in the area dates back to 19 century or possibly to before the 16th century in Oldpark.  
 
Large gardens to detached houses contain many trees and mature trees along the roads give a rural feel. 
 
Deep front gardens on Dome Hill/Dome Hill Peak and Woodland Way. 
 
Open small grassed frontages to smaller cottages surrounded by woodland on Weald Way. These small cottages have large gardens with mature planting 



 
Views from Dome Hill Peak towards Old Park 
 
Townscape 
The school and its large open playing fields forms a gateway from the Harestone Valley Road up onto Gravelly Hill. 
Within the residential areas the houses are detached and set out following the contours of the slopes. 
Gaps between houses contain planting such as trees and hedges. 
All houses have off road parking and/or garages 
Houses are set within wooded landscapes or back from the road and have a positive impact on the area   
 
 
 
 
Built form 
Caterham School founded as the Congregational School in 1811 in Lewisham, by the Reverend John Townsend to provide a boarding education for the sons 
of Congregational Ministers. By 1884, the School had outgrown its premises, and the 114 boys with their teaching staff moved to the present site.   In 1890, 
Caterham opened its doors to the sons of laymen and to day boys. In 1995, after 184 years as a boys' day and boarding school, it merged with Eothen School 
for girls (founded by the Misses Pye in 1892) to become a coeducational school. Academic results have now established the school in the top 100 of UK 
Independent Schools. It sits in 80 acres with over 1000 pupils 
 
All houses are detached and many along Woodland Way and Weald Way are of a similar architectural style having been built as part of the War Coppice 
Garden Village. 
 
Houses along Dome Hill and Dome Hill Peak are very large and each has its own individual style. 
 
Vegetation and hard landscape 
Large open well maintained playing fields around the school. 
Large car park in front of the school but softened by planting and on two levels to break up the massing 
All the roads are wide and well maintained except along woodland way which is single track and in need of repair. 
Grassed lawns to front, mature trees around and along the roads 
Housing is surrounded by strips of woodland and open fields 
 
Boundary treatment 
Very few properties are gated creating a sense of openness and inclusiveness 



 
Hedges and low walls separate houses 
 
Opportunities and threats 
The rear gardens of houses on Weald Way may face loss of tree cover if Oldpark is developed 
The urbanisation of fields at Tower Farm on War Coppice Road may have an impact on some rear gardens of houses in Dome Hill 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 

                             Opportunities and threats for Harestone Ward 
 
As set out in the Harestone Valley Character Assessment 3 March 2011 
 
Character Summary  

In summary, Harestone has a positive and distinctive residential character, which is a result of its topography, the siting and form of development and its 
strong landscape character. its character is created primarily by:  

 landscape and planting as the dominant characteristic with the buildings being subservient to the landscape;  
 in distant views from outside and across the valley, Harestone appears to be covered by a dense and uninterrupted tree cover;  
 a fairly consistent development pattern along the main roads with regular plot widths and rhythm of built development, consistent building lines.  
 buildings along the main roads are mostly detached, individually designed houses of similar footprint and massing;  
 in culs-de-sac development is coherent in terms of architecture, landscape and boundary treatment;  
 Parking is provided on plot in a discreet form with little on-street parking.  

There are local variations in character within the Harestone Valley with the development in some character areas contributing more or less strongly to the 
established character of the area as a whole. The assessment of two of the character areas, Caterham Gateway and Eothen close, has concluded that they do 
not share the special residential character of the area as a whole and it is recommended that these parts of the area should be excluded from the policy area.  

Local policy that has been in operation for around 40 years has helped to retain the character of the area, however many of the changes to Harestone have 
been a result of more recent national planning policy and a boom in the demand for new development in accordance with the former national Planning Policy 



statement 3 ‘housing’ . As a consequence some uncharacteristic design and layout features have been introduced which have tended to dilute the distinctive 
character of the wider area, and individual character areas.  

Threats  

Threats to the character of the area may arise through proposals for development that require planning permission, but they may also come about through 
changes that property owners make under permitted development rights, without the need for planning permission. Threats include:  

 Fragmentation of unified frontage treatment through the removal of hedgerows, hedges, shrubbery and grassed areas;  
 localised loss of tree cover which results in damage to the tree covered setting and leafy character and increased prominence of the built form;  
 loss of a well structured suburban character through the greater use of hard boundary treatment and overly prominent piers and gates;  
 loss of woodland or tree cover resulting in soil exposure and scars in the landscape;  
 Uncharacteristic and poorly designed treatment of changes of level;  
 Uncharacteristic planting schemes which would result in fragmentation of the streetscene and open views of large sites;  
 loss of ‘green’  gardens through the demands for more parking;  
 Expansion of development into the private grounds and the loss of tree cover;  

 development at the edge of the area built at a higher density and with a more urban form, would erode the gentler traditional transition from rural to 
urban patterns in the Harestone valley 

 development that sits unsympathetically on contours has negative impact on the character and views of the area;  
 loss of biodiversity through reduction of open space, loss of trees and the existing tree canopy;  
 There is a threat of the loss of variety in the streetscene and the mixture of housing which define and make the area different. and  
 Use of railings and more urban treatment to frontages which would not be in keeping with the local character.  

Opportunities  

 The immediate setting of St. Lawrence’s church should be retained and managed for historic landscape reasons.  
 For the whole area there is the opportunity to improve the approach in particular along Godstone road. This area has the potential to become a high 

quality gateway to Caterham as a whole.  
 There is also the opportunity to ensure that the transition from built up area to woodland and countryside continues to be as positive as it 

currently is. Developments at increased density would not support this aim.  


